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Basic research question of this thesis is “What is the effect of financial globalization on macroeco-

nomic volatility? 

This thesis is well structured. After a thorough literature survey, the author analyzes panel 
data related to her research question and - based on her data analysis - formulates a clear answer to 
her research question.  

I have consulted with the author the preceding versions of this thesis and in this final ver-
sion, all my comments have been taken into account already.  

I did not push Chiara to test restrictions on parameters, if she continues with this research, 
the next logical step would be to try to remove the insignificant variables and to increase with this 
the efficiency of estimators. 
 I recommend this thesis for the final discussion. I suggest evaluating it with an A 
and considering the Dean’s award for this thesis. 
 
 

 

 

Specific Questions for oral defence: 

For the final discussion, I suggest to discuss different directions for farther research 
in this area. Where does the author see weaknesses of her research? 
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